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a definite, unique answer, for there are infinitely 
many polynomials which will fit the given data.

Let us start with the simplest possible case: 
just two data points (n = 2). The situation now 
appears as shown in Figure 2: 

 

Figure 2 

As Figure 2(b) suggests, many different curves 
may be drawn through A and B. If we are 
to progress, we need to impose additional 
conditions. The most obvious such condition is: 
with the least possible degree. In other words, we 
seek the polynomial curve with the least possible 
degree passing through all the given points. In the 
case of two points A and B, this curve is obviously 
the unique straight line passing through A and B, 
as shown in Figure 2(c). The equation of a general 
straight line is y = ax + b, with two unknown 
coefficients a and b. As there are also two data 
points, they serve to uniquely fix a and b.

In the case of three given points A, B and C 
(Figure 3), it may happen that the points lie in a 
straight line. But generally this will not be the case, 
and the polynomial curve with the least degree 
passing through the points will be a quadratic 
curve (upward facing or downward facing). As 
earlier, once we have imposed the condition of 
‘least possible degree’ the answer becomes unique. 
For, the equation of a general quadratic curve is  
y = ax2 + bx + c, with three unknown coefficients 
a, b and c. As there are also three data points, they 
serve to uniquely fix a, b and c.

In the same way, given four points A, B, C and 
D, the polynomial curve with least possible 
degree passing through these points will be a cubic 
curve. And so on.

The emphasis on the word 'least' needs to 
be commented upon. It is common in the 

sciences, when we are attempting to explain 
some phenomenon, that a number of competing 
theories are available. Other things being equal, 
the general principle used to choose among the 
theories is that of simplicity: choose the simplest 
theory available. Here the word ‘simplest’ could 
mean: that which makes the fewest assumptions. 
In our curve-finding context, it could mean: that 
polynomial curve with the least possible degree. This 
principle is often referred to as Occam's razor 
(see [1]). It is regarded as an extremely important 
principle in the philosophy of science.

Note: We need to point out the difference 
between the two terms ‘interpolation’ and 
‘extrapolation’. Suppose we are given n data 
points, and we have been able to find a curve 
corresponding to a polynomial f of degree n 
which passes through all the n points. We may 
now want to use this knowledge to estimate the 
y-value corresponding to some x-value lying 
within the range of the given data. All we need 
to do now is to substitute this value of x into 
the function f, and we get the desired estimate. 
This process is known as interpolation. What 
happens if the x-value lies outside the range of 
the given data? We may assume now that the 
same functional relationship holds between y 
and x even if such is the case. Therefore, to get 
the desired estimate, all we do (as earlier) is to 
substitute this value of x into the function f. This 
process is known as extrapolation. 

Figure 3
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CONNECTING 
THE DOTS...
The art and science of 
interpolation and extrapolation

The following is an extremely common scenario in 
the sciences: two variables y and x are connected by a 
functional relation, y = f(x), but f is unknown and our 

task is to find it. The only actions available to us are to perform 
experiments and find the values of y corresponding to selected 
values of x. After doing these experiments, we obtain the 
following n pairs of values of x and y:

We may plot these points on a sheet of graph paper and get 
something which looks like this:

Figure 1

Armed with only these data points, can we determine the 
unknown function f? Another way of expressing this question 
is the following: Can we fit a definite, unique curve to these data 
points? Note that the curve must pass through all the points. 
(So this is not a problem of finding the “line of best fit” or the 
“curve of best fit”).

A moment's reflection will tell us that the answer is No. The 
question is too broad to admit an answer when stated this way. 
Even if we were only interested in polynomial functions f (this 
is very often the case), it is still not possible for the data to yield 
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Angle bisection using ruler and compass is part of the standard geometry syllabus at the
upper primary level. There is a standard procedure for doing the job, and it is so simple
that one would be hard put to think of an alternative to it that is just as simple, if not
simpler. But here is such a procedure, announced in a Twitter post [1].
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FIGURE 1

It can be depicted using practically no words. In Figure 1, the angle to be bisected is
∡ABC. Draw two arcs DE and FG as shown, centred at B. Next, draw the segments DG
and FE; let them intersect at I. Draw the ray BI. This is the required angle bisector.
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Said Tweedledum to Tweedledee 1

“Now looking back, I clearly see
That life has been indeed carefree.
But what the future holds in store,
Of happiness, less or more?
I do so wish I knew before!”

Said Tweedledee: “Oh, that’s easy.
You’ll soon admit, I guarantee
That here’s the perfect recipe:
To estimate your future state,
To guess, but still be accurate,
Just simply ex-trapolate!”

Weoften find ourselves needing to predict the
future value of something based on past trends.
For instance, climate scientists have been trying

to estimate the future rise in ocean temperatures based on
(among other things) temperature data of the last 100 or
more years. Or maybe you are a cricket enthusiast and want
to predict how many centuries your favourite batsman will
score this year based on his scoring statistics for past years.
We all probably have our own ways of arriving at an estimate!
In this article, let us explore one approach.
1Tweedledum and Tweedledee appear in Lewis Carroll’s Through the Looking
Glass. Carroll, whose real name was Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, was (among
other things) a mathematician who taught at Oxford. The poem above is
inspired by Carroll’s literary nonsense style which is the hallmark of the Alice
books.
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Interpolation and extrapolation are vitally important elements in numerical analysis and in the 
application of mathematics to the sciences. The interested reader could refer to web links [2] and [3] for 
more details on interpolation and extrapolation respectively.

[1] Wikipedia, Occam’s razor, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occam%27s_razor 

[2] Wikipedia, Interpolation, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interpolation 

[3] Wikipedia, Extrapolation, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extrapolation

The COMMUNITY MATHEMATICS CENTRE (CoMaC) is an outreach arm of Rishi 
Valley Education Centre (AP) and Sahyadri School (KFI). It holds workshops in the teaching of 
mathematics and undertakes preparation of teaching materials for State Governments and NGOs. 
CoMaC may be contacted at shailesh.shirali@gmail.com.
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We know that finding the square of a large number is a difficult job. Here we give an easy method to find the 
square of any number whose units digit is 9. Also we have an algorithm to find the square of any two digit 
number just by doing a few calculations.

The square of a two digit number n = 10a + b as given by the following procedure.

Add b to the given number; then multiply by 10a.
Add b2 to the number obtained in Step 1. 

The resulting number is the square of n.

Proof:  Given number is n = 10a + b. Add b; we get 10a + 2b. Multiplying by 10a,  
we get (10a)2 + 20ab. Lastly, add b2; we get (10a)2 + 20ab + b2, which is the square of 10a + b.  

Illustration:   (87)2

Old method:  87 × 87 = 7569

New method: 87 + 7 = 94
   94 × 80 = 7520 
   7520 + 49 = 7569 

Here’s another shortcut for squaring a number n whose units digit is 9:
n2 can be calculated by using the formula n2 = (n - 1)(n + 1) + 1.
Example: 392 = (39 - 1)(39 + 1) + 1 = (38 × 40) + 1 = 1520 + 1 = 1521.

The formula is easily verified. Its advantage is that n + 1 is a multiple of 10. 

Acknowledgement: The author is grateful to Prof B.N.Waphare for encouraging him to send this finding to 
At Right Angles.


